Questions

1. What was revealed about atypical/second-generation antipsychotic medications at the Brussels meeting in 2007?

2. What did Jonathan Schooler discover about language and memory?

3. What problems did Schooler encounter as he tried to replicate his findings about “verbal overshadowing”?

4. What did Joseph Rhine’s initial experiments on extra-sensory perception reveal?

5. What was revealed in Rhine’s replication experiments in 1931 and 1933?

6. What did Anders Moller’s initial research on symmetry reveal?

7. Why could it be said that Moller’s theories on symmetry “started to fall apart”?

8. What explanation did Michael Jennions provide for the so-called decline effect?

9. What is the definition of a statistically “significant” result?

10. What explanation did Richard Palmer provide for the decline effect?

11. Why is the testing of acupuncture considered to be a classic example of selective reporting?

12. What has John Ioannidis discovered about biomedical research?

13. What reforms does Schooler recommend?

14. What did John Crabbe’s study on mice reveal?

15. Provide opinion/reflection on the major issues discussed in this article. Be sure to sufficiently elaborate or explain your views.